2019 NATIONAL TRAIL RACEWAY SUPER SERIES
RULES AND REGULATIONS
(Revision 3-1-19)

SCHEDULE:
- Gates open 8 am
- Tech Starts 8:30 am
- Time Trials/Qualifying will start at 9 am
- Eliminations after 2nd time trial/qualifying session
- National Trail Raceway will attempt to give everyone 2 qualifying/time trials but weather, car count, etc. could cause the cancelation of one qualifying/time trial run.

ENTRY:
- $100 per class
- $115 for events on July 21 & 22

CLASSES:
1. Super Comp 8.90
   a) NHRA Super Comp Rules will be in place.
   b) Vehicles and drivers must meet all applicable safety rules for ET and/or MPH. See NHRA Rulebook.
2. Super Gas 9.90
   a) NHRA Super Gas Rules will be in place.
   b) Vehicles must meet all applicable safety rules for ET and/or MPH. See NHRA Rulebook.
3. Super Street 10.90
   a) NHRA Super Street Rules will be in place, excluding weight limits.
   b) Required full-bodied cars with full fenders, hood, grille, top, windshield and functional doors.
   c) Vehicle and Driver must meet all applicable safety rules for ET. See NHRA Rulebook.

QUALIFYING:
- Racers will qualify based on closest to Index without going under.

LADDERS:
- Races will be on a ladder first round utilizing a Sportsman Ladder.
- In the event that there are 65 or more entries, the class will be random paired first round.

POINTS REGISTRATION:
- Racers must fill out an official registration form and submit it to National Trail Raceway, in order to enter the points series.
- $100 per class.
POINTS:
- There will be 6 events scheduled for this season and racers will score their best 4 events.

PAYOUTS:
- Super Series Payouts and plaques will be available in the tower at the end of the event.
- The following payouts will be used for all Super Series events (excluding July 21 & 22)
  - No Min: Winner $1000, Runner-Up $500
  - 32 Car Min: Winner $1200, Runner-Up $600, Semi-Finals $300
  - 40 Car Min: Winner $1300, Runner-Up $650, Semi-Finals $325, Quarter-Finals $100
  - 48 Car Min: Winner $1400, Runner-Up $700, Semi-Finals $350, Quarter-Finals $100
  - 56 Car Min: Winner $1500, Runner-Up $750, Semi-Finals $375, Quarter-Finals $100
  - 64 Car Min: Winner $1600, Runner-Up $800, Semi-Finals $400, Quarter-Finals $100

YEAR-END AWARDS:
- National Trail Raceway will honor the top 3 in the points of each class at the Year-End Banquet.
- Championship Points Payout will be based on the number of registered racers in the points (1st 50%, 2nd 25%, 3rd 15%, NTR Admin Fee 10%).

ALL RULES, INTERPRETATIONS OF THE RULES, QUESTIONS AND PROTESTS ARE LEFT UP TO THE FINAL DISCRETION OF THE RACE DIRECTOR. IF THE SITUATION WARRANTS ACTION IN ANY EVENT, THE RACE DIRECTOR HAS THE FINAL WORD.